
The simple answer to the above question is yes, the church leaders who compiled
the Bible rejected unreliable accounts. The prior section shows how church leaders
reliably assembled the Christian Bible. Christians do not fear examination of other
texts that the church leaders rejected. Those who examine those other writings can
in many cases quickly see how they either do not confirm, or instead affirmatively
distort or contradict, events, character, or doctrine that the Bible’s books firmly
establish, based on worldviews and philosophies that Christians discern but rightly
reject as false, or agendas that Christians rightly reject as corrupt.

Christians wisely resist altering the faith’s tenets that the Bible clearly and
consistently establishes. Christians do not need to study other writings that the
church leaders rejected when compiling the Bible. For some, especially those new
in the faith and unsure of the details of the Bible’s doctrine, studying other texts
could be disconcerting or misleading. For mature Christians, the purpose in
studying those other writings would only be to clarify and confirm the Bible’s
consistency, to sharpen its firmly and properly established contours.

Some regard as unfortunate that Catholic and Protestant Christians differ on
whether to include in the Old Testament eight Jewish books known as the
Apocrypha. As the prior section mentions, Jews established their Bible, the
Christian Old Testament, before Christ’s birth. But Jews leaving their homeland
came to differ from Jews remaining behind, on what books they should include in
the Jewish canon. Those outside the homeland preferred to include additional
books, including the eight Apocrypha books, while those remaining in the
homeland tended not to include those books. Jews differed on their canon.

Early Christians thus also differed on whether to include the eight Apocrypha books
in the Christian Old Testament, roughly following the same geographical pattern.
That difference crystallized among Christians when in the Protestant Reformation
Martin Luther criticized the Apocrypha, causing the Catholic Church to endorse it
at its Council of Trent. The Apocrypha is part of the Old Testament to Catholics,
while not a part of the Protestants’ Old Testament, although scholars of all stripes
recognize its historical value. The Apocrypha is thus a good example of how
reasonable minds can differ on canonical texts but still appreciate their usefulness
for at least some purposes. Protestants today treat the Apocrypha as outside of, but



thereby sharpening the consistency of, the Bible’s inspired books, while Catholics
treat them as equal.

So-called Thomas’s gospel is another example, one, though, that falls farther afield
than the Apocrypha. Fragments of Thomas’s gospel were found in the late 1800’s
and a complete text of it in 1945. Scholars date the complete text to around 340
A.D. and the fragments to as early as 140 A.D. Whether they knew of Thomas’s
gospel or not, the church leaders who compiled the Bible in the first few hundred
years after Christ did not include it in the Christian canon. No established Christian
denomination has accepted Thomas’s gospel today despite widespread publicity
over its recent discovery, meaning that it would not meet the original Bible
compilers’ criteria for inclusion, if applied anew today.

The reasons for rejecting Thomas’s gospel include significant questions over its
authorship. Thomas’s gospel attributes itself to Didymos, meaning twin, Judas
Thomas, whom the Bible and other contemporaneous writings do not identify. The
disciple Thomas did not carry the name Judas, and the two disciples named Judas
did not carry the name Thomas. The apostle John, Jesus’s disciple, referred to
Thomas as a twin, in John’s gospel, although Thomas on its own also means twin.
Thus, the writing attributes its authorship to a twin (didymos) twin (Thomas) Judas,
of whom history otherwise teaches us nothing.

The reasons for rejecting Thomas’s gospel also include that it would fundamentally
alter central Christian doctrines. Thomas’s gospel posits not one creation but two
creations, the first perfect but the second fallen. Thomas’s gospel further posits that
the first perfect creation continues to exist alongside the second fallen creation. The
writing then exhorts that we can now assume God’s image within the still-extant
perfect creation, without waiting for our resurrection in Christ or for Christ’s return.
Scholars recognize these assertions as within the Gnostic, or knowledge, tradition,
teaching that salvation comes not from Jesus redeeming us out of our sin but from
special, mystical knowledge of the universe’s secrets. These assertions are so far
outside of the Bible’s good news as to be good examples of bad doctrine.

Other writings outside the Christian canon do equal or worse harm to the clarity and
consistency of the one true gospel. Take, for instance, those writings suggesting that
Jesus did not die on the cross. Writers today continue to create such fiction, as



writers have done for centuries. Yet these fictional accounts would not in any way
square with the Old Testament’s prophecy, God’s design of a perfect sacrifice for
sin, Christ’s years-long march toward that accomplishment that he repeatedly
predicted, his trial and crucifixion, his burial, and his resurrection, as to which the
Bible shares many detailed eyewitness accounts, and other historical writing
confirms. Accounts that Christ did not die were fake news then and are
much-embellished fiction today. The fantasy that they project is obvious, jarring,
and surreal, sharpening the reliable gospel accounts.

This criticism of non-canonical texts is not in any way to criticize literature that
studies, investigates, interprets, and applies the Bible. Christian literature, ancient,
modern, and current, academic and popular, is vast and continues to grow. Bible
commentaries alone fill volume after volume. Christians read widely and richly
beyond the Bible. What they trust and guard, though, are the scriptures, their canon.
The Bible comments on all other dogma, all other texts, not the other way around.
The Bible, inspired and preserved by God’s Spirit, represents God accurately. And
an accurate understanding of who God is and what he expects of his people is what
counts when deciding what texts are authoritative.


